Multiphasic helical CT criteria for differentiation of recurrent neoplasm and desmoplastic reaction after laparoscopic resection of renal mass lesions.
Differentiation of recurrent neoplasm and desmoplastic reaction following laparoscopic resection of renal mass lesions poses a problem. The usefulness of multiphasic helical CT-generated criteria based on enhancement and morphologic characteristics was investigated. The findings in 5 female and 12 male patients aged 29 to 68 years having renal-cell carcinoma (11-38 mm; N = 15) or solitary angiomyolipomas (N = 2) treated by laparoscopic resection (N = 15) or open segmental surgery (N = 2) were analyzed. Multiphasic helical CT was performed in the preenhancement, arterial corticomedullary, parenchymal, and excretory phases generating 2.5- to 7-mm slices. Both recurrent neoplasms showed median postcontrast enhancement of 119 HU in the arterial corticomedullary phase; the median enhancement of desmoplastic masses was 48 HU. In the parenchymal and excretory phase, recurrent neoplasms showed progressive loss of enhancement, whereas desmoplastic lesions sustained enhancement at about the same level. Recurrent neoplasms presented a defined mass with characteristic spiculation, whereas desmoplastic reaction was characterized by an ill-defined mass with spidery projections extending to abutting fat and residual fascial planes. On 2- to 3-month follow-up scans, recurrent neoplasms showed progressive increases in size and desmoplastic reaction a sharp decrease. Enhancement of the mass at the operative site on arterial corticomedullary-phase CT to >90 HU strongly suggests recurrent renal-cell carcinoma, while progressive decrease in size on 1- to 3-month follow-up CT suggests a desmoplastic reaction.